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The End Of Days Planet X And Beyond
Examines what biblical prophecy says about the modern world and what the Bible reveals about the imminent future of Earth.
Chapter 3 The First Judgment: The World Prior To Adam There may have been many judgments upon the earth since its
beginning millions or billions of years ago; however, the present commentary will deal only with the last tens of thousands of years
of earth’s existence. In Genesis 1:2, the verses written by Moses (as author of the Genesis account) portray an earth that was
veiled in darkness so that its form could not be discerned. The earth at that time was covered with water (ice) high above the
mountain tops so that it gave the appearance of being a dark revolving sphere of frozen water (Table-2). God’s spirit is described
as hovering over this revolving ball of water and brooding over the sad condition of this dark, void planet. God did not create a dark
and dismal planet at the beginning, because God does not create darkness; in fact, darkness is incompatible with His existence
and presence. So what had happened that God viewed (Gen. 1:2) such a decrepit state of the world? Does scripture attempt to
explain this phenomenon, or does the inspired word of God remain silent on this issue? It was first proposed as a theory by the
Scotsman Thomas Chalmers in the early 19th century that a “gap” in time existed between Genesis 1:1 and Genesis 1:2. This
gap-in-time would encompass a “ruin-reconstruction theme” and the existence of pre-Adamic living beings. Obviously, a huge
catastrophic event would have had to occur to produce this decadent state of the world. The “gap concept” was later popularized
by mention in the margin notes of the Scofield Reference Bible.
The world is increasingly unthinkable, a world of planetary disasters, emerging pandemics, and the looming threat of extinction. In
this book Eugene Thacker suggests that we look to the genre of horror as offering a way of thinking about the unthinkable world.
To confront this idea is to confront the limit of our ability to understand the world in which we live - a central motif of the horror
genre. In the Dust of This Planet explores these relationships between philosophy and horror. In Thacker's hands, philosophy is
not academic logic-chopping; instead, it is the thought of the limit of all thought, especially as it dovetails into occultism,
demonology, and mysticism. Likewise, Thacker takes horror to mean something beyond the focus on gore and scare tactics, but
as the under-appreciated genre of supernatural horror in fiction, film, comics, and music.
Let me ask you a question you probably never pondered: WHY did God create the world in 6 days? Do you think God had NO
logic, motive, or purpose behind using that specific number of days? Do you think He just placed a bunch of numbers in a hat and
nonchalantly drew one? Or do you think the cosmos required that number of days to be completed, as if God could not have
created it in 2, 3, 5, 9, 12, 23 or however many days? Friend, you should know better...God can DO ANYTHING-which brings us
back to the original question. The answer to this mystery is contained in the Bible, and its gradual (albeit, secret) uncovering in
story after story leads to the stunning title of this book: "Undeniable Biblical Proof Jesus Christ Will Return To Planet Earth Exactly
2,000 Years After The Year Of His Death." But FAR more important than merely discovering that fact, this book will fully elucidate
and crush all confusion concerning what a person (soul) MUST DO to obtain eternal life by illuminating the true spiritual meaning
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behind every detail of the ancient Bible stories. So sit back and hold on, because this book's message is going to be a lifechanging ride!
Right now elements of the Unelected Shadow Government are actively attempting to overthrow President Donald J. Trump. This
book explores the covert background of the Deep State and the history of who is behind these clandestine operations against the
President. It also reveals who funds them and explains what you can do about coming world events to protect yourself. I explore
the myriad of secret societies and name the perpetrators as well. This book covers the high-stakes collaboration of fifth columnists,
orchestrated by controlled media and globalists such as billionaire George Soros. When all else fails, the deluded New World
Order group will attempt to create a global economic crisis. Don’t be concerned – this book covers every angle and how you can
protect yourself. George Soros is an international billionaire many times over. He doesn’t hesitate to use his money to gain
influence, and in turn uses that influence to make radical changes in the fabric of American society. In the opinion of many he is
subverting the American political system and forcing his dangerous interests into American legislatures. Trump knows everything,
and he is in process of taking the New World Order people down. Of course they are highly traumatized. The mainstream media is
using distractions to move the public away from the truth. The real hidden hand of the small group of families who run the
monetary system of the world includes, among other players, the Committee of 300. This encompasses the Rothschilds, the
Rockefellers and the Council on Foreign Relations. These are some of the main groups who are pulling all of the strings. How they
operate and the platforms from which they emanate are all covered in this book. A background history of the Illuminati, the
Freemasons, and the Shadow Government are all covered. In fact, the JFK conspiracy has elements not unlike the current status
of the New World Order, including the use of a variety of legends, covers, psychological operations and disinformation. The
comparisons are striking and can educate us. It’s a lesson text in critical thinking so I review JFK and in fact my stepfather’s part
in it, as he took the autopsy photos at Bethesda Naval Hospital. The globalists have a strategy of bringing in millions of illegal
immigrants, putting them on welfare and afterwards moving us to permanent war status to bankrupt the country. These people are
known as the New World Order. These politicians are of course bought and paid for, and I identify many of them by name and the
rest by affiliation. Just know that if they belong to any of these listed organizations in the book, then by deductive logic you know
exactly who they are. I cover how intelligence agencies, their rogue elements and contractors work. I cover the goals of the New
World Order which President Donald J. Trump is defeating soundly. I explore the Royal Institute of International Affairs and their
attempts to control Presidents. You really have to understand the Committee of 300, the governing body of the New World Order,
to understand why and how the cover up takes place, and I cover their makeup and operations. Very importantly, this book leads
you through the maze and the matrix to the End Game. This book guides the reader into a detail insider look at where New World
Order policies are purposely and secretly leading America. It is a revelation every American needs to know. Their hidden agenda,
which I know Donald Trump is very aware of, is revealed for the first time here. I begin the book discussing how the NSA in joint
operation with the FBI were both monitoring the phone calls and texts made by the Russian ambassador to the United States. This
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data is called raw-acquired information, and the distribution should have been restricted to no more than three dozen or so
analysts. The data should have been classified RAGTIME-A,B,C,D or P, where each letter is a variety of intelligence classification.
It should be a very rare instance where raw intelligence of this type is distributed outside of the intelligence community itself. The
three sets of signal communications intercepted between General Flynn and the ambassador should have stayed within controlled
channels. However, they likely circulated the transcripts to the National Security Council, which during January of 2017 was
populated by Obama staffers. After Trump was sworn in, the FBI sent agents to question Flynn. The acting Attorney General
informed White House counsel that their account of what Flynn said did not match what Flynn insisted he said. We don’t know the
full flow of this investigation but some days later the Vice President became fully aware of all of the facts. Trump was forced to act
and lose a key member of his advisors. Does this tell you a lot about how the Deep State works and the vast power they hold?
You can explore the mysteries of this vast Shadow Government in detail in this book, a book that is light years ahead of others in
the totality of its revelations and analysis.
The earth has died many times, and it always comes back looking different. In an exhilarating, surprising exploration of our planet,
Craig Childs takes readers on a firsthand journey through apocalypse, touching the truth behind the speculation. Apocalyptic
Planet is a combination of science and adventure that reveals the ways in which our world is constantly moving toward its end and
how we can change our place within the cycles and episodes that rule it. In this riveting narrative, Childs makes clear that ours is
not a stable planet, that it is prone to sudden, violent natural disasters and extremes of climate. Alternate futures, many not so
pretty, are constantly waiting in the wings. Childs refutes the idea of an apocalyptic end to the earth and finds clues to its more
inevitable end in some of the most physically challenging places on the globe. He travels from the deserts of Chile, the driest in the
world, to the genetic wasteland of central Iowa to the site of the drowned land bridge of the Bering Sea, uncovering the microcataclysms that predict the macro: forthcoming ice ages, super-volcanoes, and the conclusion of planetary life cycles. Childs
delivers a sensual feast in his descriptions of the natural world and a bounty of unequivocal science that provides us with an
unprecedented understanding of our future.
In this book, Stuart Wilde gives you the keys to levels of metaphysical comprehension and sophistication not normally understood.
Stuart says that we are in the Kali Yuga, the Age of Destruction, when the self-correcting intelligence of the planet (Gaia) will take
back Earth on behalf of the animals, nature, and the little children. He says there are battles currently raging in the spiritual worlds
between the forces of light and the ghouls (dark entities) in order to free us all. He describes a power he calls the Solar Logos,
which he says comes to Earth to deliver a rebirth he calls the Renewal. As such, he calls this time the "End of Days"—not because
the world will end, but because it is the end of the world as we know it.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * "The Uninhabitable Earth hits you like a comet, with an overflow of insanely lyrical prose
about our pending Armageddon."--Andrew Solomon, author of The Noonday Demon With a new afterword It is worse, much
worse, than you think. If your anxiety about global warming is dominated by fears of sea-level rise, you are barely scratching the
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surface of what terrors are possible--food shortages, refugee emergencies, climate wars and economic devastation. An "epochdefining book" (The Guardian) and "this generation's Silent Spring" (The Washington Post), The Uninhabitable Earth is both a
travelogue of the near future and a meditation on how that future will look to those living through it--the ways that warming
promises to transform global politics, the meaning of technology and nature in the modern world, the sustainability of capitalism
and the trajectory of human progress. The Uninhabitable Earth is also an impassioned call to action. For just as the world was
brought to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a lifetime, the responsibility to avoid it now belongs to a single
generation--today's. Praise for The Uninhabitable Earth "The Uninhabitable Earth is the most terrifying book I have ever read. Its
subject is climate change, and its method is scientific, but its mode is Old Testament. The book is a meticulously documented,
white-knuckled tour through the cascading catastrophes that will soon engulf our warming planet."--Farhad Manjoo, The New York
Times "Riveting. . . . Some readers will find Mr. Wallace-Wells's outline of possible futures alarmist. He is indeed alarmed. You
should be, too."--The Economist "Potent and evocative. . . . Wallace-Wells has resolved to offer something other than the standard
narrative of climate change. . . . He avoids the 'eerily banal language of climatology' in favor of lush, rolling prose."--Jennifer
Szalai, The New York Times "The book has potential to be this generation's Silent Spring."--The Washington Post "The
Uninhabitable Earth, which has become a best seller, taps into the underlying emotion of the day: fear. . . . I encourage people to
read this book."--Alan Weisman, The New York Review of Books
From the authors of the bestselling The Big Shift, a provocative argument that the global population will soon begin to decline, dramatically
reshaping the social, political, and economic landscape. For half a century, statisticians, pundits, and politicians have warned that a
burgeoning planetary population will soon overwhelm the earth's resources. But a growing number of experts are sounding a different kind of
alarm. Rather than growing exponentially, they argue, the global population is headed for a steep decline. Throughout history, depopulation
was the product of catastrophe: ice ages, plagues, the collapse of civilizations. This time, however, we're thinning ourselves deliberately, by
choosing to have fewer babies than we need to replace ourselves. In much of the developed and developing world, that decline is already
underway, as urbanization, women's empowerment, and waning religiosity lead to smaller and smaller families. In Empty Planet, Ibbitson and
Bricker travel from South Florida to Sao Paulo, Seoul to Nairobi, Brussels to Delhi to Beijing, drawing on a wealth of research and firsthand
reporting to illustrate the dramatic consequences of this population decline--and to show us why the rest of the developing world will soon join
in. They find that a smaller global population will bring with it a number of benefits: fewer workers will command higher wages; good jobs will
prompt innovation; the environment will improve; the risk of famine will wane; and falling birthrates in the developing world will bring greater
affluence and autonomy for women. But enormous disruption lies ahead, too. We can already see the effects in Europe and parts of Asia, as
aging populations and worker shortages weaken the economy and impose crippling demands on healthcare and social security. The United
States is well-positioned to successfully navigate these coming demographic shifts--that is, unless growing isolationism and anti-immigrant
backlash lead us to close ourselves off just as openness becomes more critical to our survival than ever before. Rigorously researched and
deeply compelling, Empty Planet offers a vision of a future that we can no longer prevent--but one that we can shape, if we choose.
Crop Circles hold the key to the notification system communicated to us by our genetic creators, the Anunnaki of Nibiru, 10th planet of the
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solar system (see 2 NASA press releases of 1987) ... telling of their return (armed with at least 2 ancient weapons of theirs depicted in crop
circles and known in the ancient world) and identifying all 12 of their names, members of the ancient Ruling Council known by the Sumerians,
the first human civilization. End of Days and New World Order – Anunnaki of Nibiru are scheduled to descend in worldwide mass landings on
the date discovered by the author encoded in the Torah, after which their extermination program begins, replacing humans with
‘grey’-human hybrids (terms encoded in the Torah), to stop humans from ruining the Earth’s capacity to support life, to prevent the
destruction of the Anunnaki’s Eridu, their ‘Home in the Faraway.’ Revealed here are secrets hidden in sacred text for over 3400 years,
secrets uncovered by the author and published here for the first time.
2013: THE END OF DAYS OR A NEW BEGINNING examines all the popular myths, prophecies, and predictions concerning 2012, including
the Mayan teachings of time acceleration and global awakening on a consciousness level. It also takes an in-depth look at lesser-known
predictions and prophecies, and at the more scientific and reality-based challenges we will face.
A girl is lured into fanaticism in this psychological thriller with “stunning twists”—by the New York Times–bestselling author of Turn of Mind
(San Francisco Chronicle). Never one to conform, Anna always had trouble fitting in. Earnest and willful, she quickly learned, as a young girl,
how to hide her quirks from her parents and friends. But at sixteen, a sudden melancholia takes hold of her life. Then the Goldschmidts move
in next door. The new neighbors are active members of a religious cult, and Anna is awestruck by both their son, Lars, and their fervent
violent prophecies for the Tribulation at the End of Days. Within months, Anna’s life—her family, her home, her very identity—will undergo
profound changes. But when her newfound beliefs threaten to push her over the edge, she must find her way back to the center, in this “crisp
meditation on the deadly mixture of mental illness and religious charlatanism” (San Francisco Chronicle). “LaPlante crafts prose that cuts to
the quick and is the perfect vehicle for this dark tale. . . . A compelling read.” —The Seattle Times
From the author of Are You Smart Enough to Work at Google?, a fascinating look at how an equation that foretells the future is transforming
everything we know about life, business, and the universe. In the 18th century, the British minister and mathematician Thomas Bayes devised
a theorem that allowed him to assign probabilities to events that had never happened before. It languished in obscurity for centuries until
computers came along and made it easy to crunch the numbers. Now, as the foundation of big data, Bayes' formula has become a linchpin of
the digital economy. But here's where things get really interesting: Bayes' theorem can also be used to lay odds on the existence of
extraterrestrial intelligence; on whether we live in a Matrix-like counterfeit of reality; on the "many worlds" interpretation of quantum theory
being correct; and on the biggest question of all: how long will humanity survive? The Doomsday Calculation tells how Silicon Valley's
profitable formula became a controversial pivot of contemporary thought. Drawing on interviews with thought leaders around the globe, it's
the story of a group of intellectual mavericks who are challenging what we thought we knew about our place in the universe. The Doomsday
Calculation is compelling reading for anyone interested in our culture and its future.
"In around 2020, a severe pneumonia-like illness will spread throughout the globe, attacking the lungs and the bronchial tubes and resisting
all known treatments." - Sylvia Browne, End of Days Did Sylvia Browne actually predict the coming of the Coronavirus? Psychic and author
Sylvia Browne made this and other predictions in one of her final books, End of Days, and the startling and eerie accuracy of this prediction in
light of the events of 2020 has caused a renewed interest in the works of this notable author. But how accurate were her other prophecies? Is
this a fluke and an accident, or was Browne correct in more ways than just this? In this book, independent occult researcher Marie Fortuna
examines many of the medical prophecies Browne made in End of Days and compares them to leading medical research and reports of
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doctors to see just how accurate Sylvia Browne's prophecies for the 21st century turned out to be. If you don't yet believe in Browne's psychic
abilities, you may find the results baffling and surprising!
A heart-wrenching romance full of twists that are sure to bring tears to readers’ eyes, from Cat Jordan, author of The Leaving Season. How
long does it take to travel twenty light years to Earth? How long does it take to fall in love? To the universe, eight days is a mere blip, but to
Matty Jones, it may be just enough time to change his life. On the hot summer day Matty’s dad leaves for good, a strange girl suddenly
appears in the empty field next to the Jones farm—the very field in rural Pennsylvania where a spaceship supposedly landed fifty years ago.
She is uniquely beautiful, sweet, and smart, and she tells Matty she’s waiting for her spaceship to pick her up and return her to her home
planet. Of course she is. Matty has heard a million impossible UFO stories for each of his seventeen years: the conspiracy theories, the wild
rumors, the crazy belief in life beyond the stars. When he was a kid, he and his dad searched the skies and studied the constellations. But all
of that is behind him. Dad’s gone—but now there’s Priya. She must be crazy…right? As Matty unravels the mystery of the girl in the field, he
realizes there is far more to her than he first imagined. And if he can learn to believe in what he can’t see: the universe, aliens…love…then
maybe the impossible is possible, after all.
This book is a compendium of information from every sphere—astronomical, scientific, the Book of Revelation and geopolitics. It contains
absolutely amazing revelations that direct us to one precise point in time in 2017. Planet X is a cryptogram and this book contains the keys
necessary to decode it. When everything is considered together, it fits together perfectly like a watch. The existence of Planet X is beyond
any reasonable doubt, to a moral certainty. We examine proofs of its existence. In fact, if you want to ask one simple question that posits the
theory of the reality of Planet X, just ask yourself where did 2.2 Trillion disappear to in the Pentagon's budget that Rumsfeld said was missing,
and why do we have over 100 Underground Deep Bunkers throughout the U.S.? Why are critical government infrastructures moving from
their susceptible positions on the East Coast to the protected areas of Colorado? But let's look at the astronomical evidence. I have seen
Planet X on the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) through WorldWide Telescope. This is a NASA infrared-wavelength astronomical
space telescope, launched in December 2009. It is currently in the constellation Pisces, and is clearly marked as an Unidentified Object (but
quite plainly visible dark red star) known as IC 5385. If you'd like to view it yourself, you can install WorldWide Telescope. Just Google it and
you'll be right at the page. It's an observatory on your desktop and the most sophisticated online program I've seen. You can view in multiwavelength views and see stars and planets in context to each other. But back to our main topic—Planet X. This book is a must-read and a
Survival Guide to the most important story of the century. It's also a page-turner, so I invite you to read and experience it now.

Religious wars, global terrorism, pandemics, and genocide have all helped to usher in the Anxiety Age. Who better to
lead the way out than popular psychic Sylvia Browne? In End of Days, Browne tackles the most daunting of subjects with
her trademark clarity, wisdom, and serenity, answering such difficult questions as: What's coming in the next fifty years?
What do the great prophecies of Nostradamus and the Book of Revelation mean? If the world is really going to end, what
will unfold in our final hours? For anyone who's ever wondered where we're headed, and what—if anything—we can do to
prevent a catastrophe of biblical proportions, End of Days is a riveting and insightful must-read.
Is there a conspiracy of secret societies that intend to control the destiny of the world? Are we in a short pause between
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the end of the Church Age and the beginning of the Day of the Lord? How does Planet X fit into this? Does North Korea
have hidden plans which have been uncovered? What are they and what are they targeting? In this startling book, David
Meade explains what their ultimate intent is and what their plans for the United States involve. The truth is finally out on
the Trump Dossier and I cover it all in this new book. Divided into Four Sections, this book first covers the Deep Secrets
of the Universe, including the New World Order and the deep mysteries of space. In the next section EMP survival is
covered – this is the most important type of event that people need to currently prepared for, since an EMP event can
occur by an act of war by a hostile nation, or by means of massive solar flares sending a Coronal Mass Ejection to our
planet. Section three is a discussion of the importance of preparation and survival. Prepping for survival doesn't cost – it
pays. I cover volcanic eruptions, tsunamis and earthquakes, as well as emergency food and water survival scenarios.
What will it take to escape from or survive a volcanic explosion, a tsunami or a major earthquake? Section four is a
review of the literature on Planet X for those who are not familiar with it – it is in an Appendix and is optional reading for
those who know about it. If you're ready for a breathtaking glimpse into the other side, this book reads like a page-turner.
It can guide, protect and educate you like no other current book on the market. If you are seeking knowledge, this book is
for you. If you have an open mind and an open heart, it's for you. It reads like a thriller. People love a mystery, and that is
the reason why people love my books. This book in particular tells you everything – everything in one volume.
Reveals Zecharia Sitchin's groundbreaking research into the code left behind by the creators of humanity. • Explains how
the Anunnaki were not merely the mythical gods of the Sumerians, but rather the founders of human life on Earth. •
Using Biblical and ancient Sumerian sources, explains how to decode these messages our star ancestors left behind.
Daring to challenge our long-held beliefs about the origins of man, Zecharia Sitchin suggests that humans are not the
children of God, but rather the children of the Anunnaki, an ancient race from the planet Nibiru. His revolutionary theories
are supported by his intense scrutiny of not only ancient Sumerian texts but also stone structures all over the world. The
similarities and astrological significance of these formations suggests that rather than looking for guidance from leaders
here on Earth, humanity should instead look to the sky for answers. The Earth Chronicles deal with the history and
prehistory of Earth and humankind. Each book in the series is based upon information written on clay tablets by the
ancient civilizations of the Near East. For the first time, the entire Earth Chronicles series is now available in a hardcover
collector's edition.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions,
grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ
will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
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Does the Bible predict an asteroid...or something else? This book will challenge your interpretation of end-times theology
and help you sharpen your understanding in light of current times. Does Revelation 8:10-11 describe an asteroid? Is the
Wormwood star from Revelation 8 already headed toward Earth? Are NASA and high-level government officials aware of
an asteroid that is on a collision course with our planet? Is that why President Trump sanctioned a colossal increase to
planetary defense? Do the prophecies from ancient cultures and religions across the globe all point to a catastrophic
planetary event that has scientists and politicians taking extreme preventative measures under the public radar? Earth is
not currently prepared for the scope of impact that may be just around the corner, and people in high places know it... But
what will the biblical Wormwood actually be? Traditional scholarly interpretation claims it will be an asteroid. Others
postulate that the eschatological poisoning of one-third of all Earth's waters and the devastation of our planet's ecology
might not be as detectable as we may believe: it could hit suddenly and without warning, like an angel of God appearing
in the sky with fire and light, bringing judgment in an instant. Follow Thomas Horn as he blazes a trail through these
questions and many others, posing answers that very few in the church today are willing to provide. FEATURES AND
BENEFITS: Examines asteroid threats to Earth, including Apophis (named after the Egyptian god of chaos), which is a
topic of serious discussion among experts in planetary defense Includes interviews with government impact specialists,
scientists, Bible scholars, and prophecy experts
"The Kolbrin Bible is a 2-part, 11-book secular anthology. The first six books are called the "Egyptian texts" and were
penned by Egyptian academicians following the Hebrew Exodus. The last five books are called the "Celtic texts" and
were penned by Celtic priests following the death of Jesus. Several accounts describe an object in orbit around our sun
sun called the "Destroyer," which the Celtic authors call the "Frightener." According to recently translated Sumerian texts,
this object (also known as Nibiru or Planet X) is in a 3600-year orbit around our sun, and The Kolbrin Bible warns us of its
imminent return and of yet another Biblical tribulation." -- Amazon.com.
There you are with your grande latte and designer sunglasses pushed up in your hair, wondering what book to buy. Are
you ready if the sh*t hits the fan? Your supercomputer cell phone will either set you on $re or won't work at all, and your
total lack of preparedness will make you one of the $rst victims. Just put this one back on the shelf because you don't
really believe in this 'Apocalypse' garbage anyway. Your soft hands and sad excuse for a desk job have left you utterly
worthless in a survival sense, and the fact that you just looked at your hands con$rms it. There are plenty of safe picture
books, with large, simple words that will not intimidate you. Just keep droning on mindlessly at your meaningless job and
forget that our existence on this planet could end at a moment's notice.
X marks the spot in the millennia-long quest to unlock the secrets of the Creation, Nativity and End-Times in Planet X, the
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Sign of the Son of Man, and the End of the Age. Written over a period of 22 years, Planet X represents literally decades
of cutting-edge research into the Bible, ancient Near Eastern religion, and both ancient and modern astronomy. Planet X
presents powerful and compelling evidence that the most critical events of the Bible — the Creation of the heavens and
Earth, the birth of Christ, and His Second Coming — are all three bound together by the regular re-appearance of a
mysterious tenth planet in our solar system. This mysterious planet, dubbed “Planet X” by modern astronomers who
have been searching for it for over a century, is believed by some to be responsible for the creation of Earth in its present
form. Planet X presents compelling evidence that this mysterious tenth planet was used by God to not only create the
heavens and Earth, but also to herald the birth of Christ as the Star of Bethlehem, and to herald His return in the EndTimes as the Sign of the Son of Man and the End of the Age.
Hardcover collector’s editions of all 7 volumes of the Earth Chronicles Series in a display slipcase • Includes The 12th
Planet, The Stairway to Heaven, The Wars of Gods and Men, The Lost Realms, When Time Began, The Cosmic Code,
and The End of Days • The culmination of Sitchin’s 30 years of intensive research offering indisputable documentary
proof of humanity’s extraterrestrial forefathers The Earth Chronicles series, with millions of copies sold worldwide,
represents the culmination of Zecharia Sitchin’s 30 years of intensive research into the history and prehistory of Earth
and humankind as recorded by the ancient civilizations of the Near East. Within these volumes, Sitchin--one of the few
scholars able to read and interpret ancient Sumerian and Akkadian clay tablets--presents indisputable millennia-old proof
of humanity’s extraterrestrial forefathers, the Anunnaki, who visited Earth every 3,600 years from their home planet
Nibiru. This boxed set of hardcover collector’s editions with enhanced maps and diagrams includes all 7 volumes of the
Earth Chronicles series: The 12th Planet, The Stairway to Heaven, The Wars of Gods and Men, The Lost Realms, When
Time Began, The Cosmic Code, and The End of Days.
Over the years, startling evidence has been unearthed, challenging established notions of the origins of Earth and life on
it, and suggesting the existence of a superior race of beings who once inhabited our world. The product of thirty years of
intensive research, The 12th Planet is the first book in Zecharia Sitchin's prophetic Earth Chronicles series--a
revolutionary body of work that offers indisputable documentary proof of humanity's extraterrestrial forefathers. Travelers
from the stars, they arrived eons ago, and planted the genetic seed that would ultimately blossom into a remarkable
species...called Man. The 12th Planet brings to life the Sumerian civilization, presenting millennia-old evidence of the
existence of Nibiru, the home planet of the Anunnaki, and of the landings of the Anunnaki on Earth every 3,600 years,
and reveals a complete history of the solar system as told by these early visitors from another planet. Zecharia Sitchin's
Earth Chronicles series, with millions of copies sold worldwide, deal with the history and prehistory of Earth and
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humankind. Each book in the series is based upon information written on clay tablets by the ancient civilizations of the
Near East. The series is offered here, for the first time, in highly readable, hardbound collector's editions with enhanced
maps and diagrams.
Constructing a ranch-fortress in the Southwest to prepare for an apocalypse about which she has seen visions since
childhood, Lydia desperately seeks her daughter's ex, who went missing after discovering plans for a catastrophic attack.
The definitive guide to the study of film and religion.
Satan's plan was to establish America as headquarters of a socialist, one-world government. God's plan was to take the
gospel to the world. What do God's prophets see for the immediate future? (Christian)
The Earth Chronicles series, in six voumes, deals with the history and prehistory of Earth and humankind. Each book in
the series, based upon information written on clay tablets by the ancient civilizations of the Near East, records the
fantastic and real battles that occurred between the original creator gods over control of planet Earth. Asserting the
premise that mythology is not fanciful but the repository of ancient memories, The Earth Chronicles series suggests that
the Bible ought to be read literally as a historic/scientific document, and that ancient civilizations--older and greater than
assumed--were the product of knowledge brought to Earth by the Anunnaki, "Those Who from Heaven to Earth Came."
The 12th Planet, the first book of the series, presents ancient evidence for the existence of an additional planet in the
Solar System: the home planet of the Anunnaki. In confirmation of this evidence, recent data from unmanned spacecraft
has led astronomers to actively search for what is being called "Planet X." The subsequent volume, The Stairway to
Heaven, traces man's unending search for immortality to a spaceport in the Sinai Peninsula and to the Giza pyramids,
which had served as landing beacons for it--refuting the notion that these pyramids were built by human pharaohs.
Recently, records by an eye-witness to a forgery of an inscription by the pharaoh Khufu inside the Great Pyramid
corroborated the book's conclusions. In The Wars of Gods and Men, the third volume of his series, Zacharia Sitchin
recounts events closer to our times, concluding that the Sinai spaceport was destroyed 4,000 years ago with nuclear
weapons. Photographs of Earth from space clearly show evidence of such an explosion.The Wars of Gods and Men
additionally embraces Canaanite, Hittite, and Hindu sources to include in these investigations the incidents of The Great
Flood, the Tower of Babel, and the upheaval of Sodom and Gomorrah. Sitchin's unique reexamination of ancient
mysteries explains these past cataclysmic events in the history of humanity, opening insights into our future.
Another riveting page-turner from Canada's favourite teen author--and this time, the adventure takes place in outer
space. It's 2012 and the world's most renowned astrophysicists, astronomers, and theoretical mathematicians have all
died within the same 12-month period. But as these scientists discover, none of them are really dead after all. They have
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been taken hostage by alien forces. And while their family and friends are mourning their passing, and with the help of a
16-year-old with rare gifts, they face the ultimate struggle of prevailing over evil and returning themselves--and the
earth--to safety.
Why is it that our current twenty-first century A.D. is so similar to the twenty-first century B.C.? Is history destined to
repeat itself?Will biblical prophecies come true, and if so, when? It has been more than three decades since Zecharia
Sitchin's trailblazing book The 12th Planet brought to life the Sumerian civilization and its record of the Anunnaki—the
extraterrestrials who fashioned man and gave mankind civilization and religion. In this new volume, Sitchin shows that
the End is anchored in the events of the Beginning, and once you learn of this Beginning, it is possible to foretell the
Future. In The End of Days, a masterwork that required thirty years of additional research, Sitchin presents compelling
new evidence that the Past is the Future—that mankind and its planet Earth are subject to a predetermined cyclical
Celestial Time. In an age when religious fanaticism and a clash of civilizations raise the specter of a nuclear
Armageddon, Zecharia Sitchin shatters perceptions and uses history to reveal what is to come at The End of Days.
The last hope of planet Earth is Trisphere, a huge satellite where world leaders will negotiate war outcomes and solve natural disasters and
plagues. But the Antichrist has no intention of seeing this plan succeed. His appearance brings the plot of this exciting adventure novel into
conformity with the Bible's accounting of the last days of the planet as we know it.
When the seeds rained down from deep space, it may have been the first stage of an alien invasion--or something else entirely. How much
time do we have left, and do we even understand what timescale to use? As a slow apocalypse blooms across the Earth, planets and plants,
animals and microbes, all live and die and evolve at different scales. Is one human life long enough to unravel the mystery? Nine Last Days
on Planet Earth is a Tor.com Original from the award-winning science fiction author Daryl Gregory. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Earth Chronicles series is based on the premise that mythology is not fanciful but the repository of ancient memories; that the Bible ought
to be read literally as a historic/scientific document; and that ancient civilizations--older and greater than assumed--were the product of
knowledge brought to Earth by the Anunnaki, "Those Who from Heaven to Earth Came." The 12th Planet, the first book of the series,
presents ancient evidence for the existence of an additional planet in the Solar System: the home planet of the Anunnaki. In confirmation of
this evidence, recent data from unmanned spacecraft has led astronomers to actively search for what is being called "Planet X." The
subsequent volume, The Stairway to Heaven, traces man's unending search for immortality to a spaceport in the Sinai Peninsula and to the
Giza pyramids, which had served as landing beacons for it--refuting the notion that these pyramids were built by human pharaohs. Recently,
records by an eye witness to a forgery of an inscription by the pharaoh Khufu inside the Great Pyramid corroborated the book's conclusions.
The Wars of Gods and Men, recounting events closer to our times, concludes that the Sinai spaceport was destroyed 4,000 years ago with
nuclear weapons. Photographs of Earth from space clearly show evidence of such an explosion. Such gratifying corroboration of audacious
conclusions has been even swifter for The Lost Realms. In the relatively short interval between the completion of the manuscript and its
publication, archaeologists, linguists, and other scientists have offered a "coastal theory" in lieu of the "frozen trekking" one to account for
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man's arrival in the Americas--in ships, as this volume has concluded. These experts have "suddenly discovered 2,000 years of missing
civilization" in the words of a Yale University scholar--confirming this book's conclusion--and are now linking the beginnings of such
civilizations to those of the Old World, as Sumerian texts and biblical verses. For the first time, the entire Earth Chronicles series is now
available in a hardcover collector's edition.
Autistic and nearly nonverbal, twelve-year-old Nova is happy in her new foster home and school, but eagerly anticipates the 1986 Challenger
launch, for which her sister, Bridget, promised to return.
As the world seems to be turning apocalyptic, John Rullo experiences an inexplicable encounter with a supernatural entity that overwhelms
him and turns his life inside out. Just when he thinks he has seen the full picture, a string of events unfold that leads to both the end of the
world as he knew it and his role in Earth's rebirth. Based upon real life events, Planet Love's story of hope, intrigue and mystery speaks to our
everlasting search for the ground of our being and our unity with all life.
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